Pharmacy Benefit

Your MUST prescription drug benefit* offers many options, resources and advantages:

- **Cost Savings**
  - Using generic drugs, when right for you, can help you save money. If you are taking or are prescribed a brand drug, visit your Blue Access for Members page. You will be able to select a link to your pharmacy benefits. This allows you single sign on access to MyPrime.com to find out if generic options are available.

- **Convenience**
  - A broad pharmacy network allows you to choose a contracting retail pharmacy close to you.

- **Time Savings**
  - Through mail service, you can have long-term (maintenance) medications delivered directly to you.

- **Safety Programs**
  - BCBSMT has programs that help identify potential safety concerns.

MUST prescription drug benefit administered by Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Montana (BCBSMT), whose pharmacy benefit manager is Prime Therapeutics® (Prime)
Post Login Home Page (Dashboard)
Relevant information to the member is displayed at the forefront, including quick links to refill prescriptions with PrimeMail, see prescription history and check PrimeMail order status.
Pharmacy Tools on MyPrime

For logged-in BAM Members:
- Single user sign-in from BAM
- Specific to the benefit
- Includes family’s prescription history
- Synced w/ PrimeMail (refills & order status)
- Medicine search

Non-members:
- Find medicines
- Estimate HDHP drug costs
- Find pharmacies
- Plan documents

www.mustbenefits.org
Pharmacy Transparency

Pharmacy Cost Estimator

• View prescription cost estimates for pharmacies in your search area

• See out-of-pocket cost for the prescription based on plan design, drug list status and current personal spending balances

• Search medication descriptions, side effects and generic alternatives

Savings Alerts identify opportunities:

• Moving to a lower-cost pharmacy
• Changing to a generic drug
• Consolidating all prescriptions to one pharmacy

www.mustbenefits.org
Using Myprime: Performance Drug List

• Go to myprime.com & click on ‘Continue without sign in’
• Select ‘BCBS Montana’ as your health plan.
• Select ‘No’ when it asks if you are a Med Part D member.
• Click on ‘Medicines’ & then ‘Find Medicine’
• Select the drug list, which is ‘Performance Drug List’ -> click ‘continue’
• Now you can determine:
  - Estimated drug costs for a HDHP
  - Search the drug list
Using Myprime: Advantage Plus Network

• Click on ‘Pharmacies’ & select the network, which is ‘2017 Advantage Plus Network’ -> click ‘submit’
• Enter zip, city & state, or address. (Alternative search: pharmacy name)
• Map search & Filters are available

www.mustbenefits.org